Sample Exam Question #2

On July 1, 2003, Ross, a Galveston, Texas-based seafood merchant, mailed Joey, a buyer for several independently-owned grocery stores located in Arkansas and Oklahoma, a written offer to sell up to 1,000 pounds of Ecuadorian pygmy shrimp for $10.00 per pound, shipping and handling included. By the terms of Ross’s offer, Joey had the exclusive right to accept or decline the offer until July 14th at 5:00 p.m. Joey received Ross’s written offer on July 5th at 2:00 p.m. At 3:00 p.m. on July 5th, Joey mailed a letter to Ross stating that he would purchase 500 pounds of Ecuadorian pygmy shrimp for $8.00 per pound, provided that Ross could deliver the shrimp no later than August 1st. Joey properly addressed the letter and affixed adequate postage.

On July 7th, Ross wrote to Joey revoking the offer. Ross promptly placed the letter in the mail, properly addressed, and with adequate postage. Later that same day, Ross sold all 1,000 pounds of shrimp to Rachel for $12.00 per pound.

On July 8th, Joey learned that a hurricane had wiped out a substantial part of the Ecuadorian shrimping fleet and washed tons of pygmy shrimp ashore, where they perished before they could be preserved. Experts predicted that a shortage of Ecuadorian pygmy shrimp was imminent and that the market price would likely increase by more than 100% during the next several weeks. Not knowing whether Ross had already received his July 5th letter (he had not), and having no knowledge of Ross’s transaction with Rachel, Joey immediately faxed a letter to Ross asking him to “disregard my earlier letter” and stating that Joey would purchase 500 pounds of Ecuadorian pygmy shrimp from Ross for $10.00 per pound, provided that Ross deliver the shrimp no later than August 1st.

Ross received Joey’s July 8th fax at noon on July 8th. Ross immediately sent a return fax to Joey informing him that he had revoked his offer and, regrettably, had already sold all 1,000 pounds of Ecuadorian pygmy shrimp to Rachel. Joey received Ross’s July 7th letter at 3:00 p.m. on July 8th. Ross received Joey’s July 5th letter at 4:00 p.m. on July 8th.

A. Assuming that Joey can prove that he and Ross formed a contract for the purchase and sale, respectively, of 500 pounds of Ecuadorian pygmy shrimp, was that contract subject to a statute of frauds? Please explain.

B. Assuming that the contract between Ross and Joey was subject to a statute of frauds, can Joey satisfy the applicable statute of frauds based on the foregoing facts? Please explain.